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We show that the optical force exerted on a finite size chiral sphere by a surface plasmon mode has
a component along a direction perpendicular to the plasmon linear momentum. We reveal how this
chiral lateral force, pointing in opposite directions for opposite enantiomers, stems from an angular-
to-linear crossed momentum transfer involving the plasmon transverse spin angular momentum
density and mediated by the chirality of the sphere. Our multipolar approach allows us discussing
the inclusion of the recoil term in the force on a small sphere taken in the dipolar limit and observing
sign inversions of the lateral chiral force when the size of the sphere increases.
INTRODUCTION
The possibility to exert new types of forces on chiral
objects by chiral optical fields has recently initiated a
lot of interest [1–14]. Such forces have been observed at
the level of micron-scaled chiral lipidic objects [5–7] but
the challenge is to exploit such forces at the nanoscale,
with genuine chiral separation schemes at the molecular
level, as proposed recently [1–4, 9–13]. This target, if
proved viable with high throughputs, can obviously have
an important technological impact given the critical im-
portance of chiral separation processes in chemistry, in
biology, and in the pharmaceutical industry.
But chirality is a weak signature of matter: for
most chiral organic molecules, the ratio between circu-
lar dichroism and absorption - the so-called anisotropy g
factor - is smaller than 10−3. As a consequence, chiral
optical forces are a priori expected to be largely screened
by usual (non-chiral) optical forces. When targeting the
nanoscale, artificial objects that have been explicitly en-
gineered so as to lead to maximized chiral strengths be-
comes particularly appealing. A few relevant examples
can be found at the level of DNA-nanoparticle hybrids
[15] or chiral golden nanopyramids [16]. Such systems
can display g factors larger than 10−2. Simultaneously,
it is important to realize that the limitations put by this
unfavorable ratio can be evaded by developing specific
optical schemes where the influence of chiral forces on
the mechanical action is clearly identified, either by min-
imizing, if not merely canceling, non-chiral forces [1, 8] or
by forcing the chiral-dependent component of the optical
force acting on a different direction than the non-chiral
action [2, 3, 9, 11].
In this context, the possibility of a mechanical action
performed by a light field perpendicularly to the incident
photon momentum, so-called lateral force, is interesting.
Lateral forces have been discussed lately on non-chiral
[17, 18] and chiral [11] dipoles as well as on chiral helices
[9]. From a physical point of view, they stem either from
the self interaction of the chiral dipole moments [9, 18],
or from a transverse spin momentum generated from a
two-wave interference [19] or an evanescent wave [11].
In all cases, lateral forces originate from an interference
between the electric and magnetic fields scattered by the
dipole, i.e. from the so-called recoil term that appears
when considering a dipole as a genuine physical system.
In this article, we consider an original configuration
where a finite size chiral sphere is immersed in a plas-
monic near field and we predict a purely chiral optical
force component in the lateral direction, with opposite
directions for opposite enantiomers. Such a force can
therefore be used for separating finite size chiral objects
as a function of their enantiomeric forms. Our choice
of configuration actually serves two purposes. First, we
show that the transverse spin angular momentum den-
sity, characteristic of surface plasmon (SP) modes, is ex-
actly what is needed to induce a lateral component in
the optical forces via an angular-to-linear crossed mo-
mentum transfer mediated by the chirality of the scat-
terer. Secondly, we show that the use of a dipolar recoil
term when using the dipole model as the small size limit
for a nanoparticle can lead to inaccurate results, since
this recoil term can be overtaken in magnitude by the
multipolar response of the chiral object.
Nevertheless, we show that Mie-based multipolar cal-
culations for a finite size chiral sphere within our con-
figuration confirm the existence of a lateral chiral force,
just as predicted by the recoil term on a model chiral
dipole. Interestingly, a quasi linear dependence of the
lateral force with respect to the sphere radius is observed
for large chiral spheres that displays optical rotation. For
the case of a sphere with circular dichroism, we reveal
that the progressive inclusion of multipoles in the lat-
eral force evaluation can lead to a sign inversion of the
force when the sphere radius increases. This sign inver-
sion is clearly reminiscent of the pulling effect we de-
scribed recently involving angular-to-linear crossed mo-
mentum transfers mediated by chirality [14] and could
have important consequences when discussing discrimi-
natory protocols based on the lateral chiral force effect.
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2In the first part of this article, we briefly gather the
general expressions for the chiral and non-chiral optical
forces on a nanosphere in the dipolar regime and discuss
the inclusion of the recoil force. Then in a second sec-
tion we apply these results to the case of a plasmonic
field, in order to show that a lateral force appears in the
recoil optical force with opposite directions for opposite
enantiomeres. In a third part we finally present a mul-
tipolar calculation of the plasmonic force exerted on a
chiral sphere, which enables to confirm the existence of
this chiral lateral force and to discuss the validity of the
recoil force in the small sphere limit.
I. OPTICAL FORCES IN THE DIPOLAR
REGIME
The optical response of a nanoparticle whose dimen-
sions are much smaller than the spatial variations of
the surrounding harmonic electromagnetic field is usually
described in the dipolar regime, by introducing electric
and magnetic dipolar moments P = Re[p0(r)e−ıωt] and
M = Re[m0(r)e−ıωt]. In the case of a nanoparticle with
chiral properties located in a fluid, the later moments
depend on both the incident electric and magnetic fields
as:(
p0
m0
)
=
(
αεd ıχ
√
εdµd
−ıχ√εdµd βµd
)
×
(
E0
H0
)
(1)
where the electric, magnetic and mixed electric-magnetic
dipole polarizabilities (α, β, χ) have the dimension of a
volume and εd, µd are the dielectric permittivity and
magnetic permeability of the surrounding fluid, respec-
tively. For simplicity, we assume bi-isotropic response
such that (α, β, χ) are complex numbers. For a spherical
nanoparticle, it can be shown that the dipolar polariz-
abilities can be expressed simply in the quasi-static limit
(ωR/c → 0) from the parameters of the bulk material
(ε, µ, κ) constituting the nanosphere [14]:
α = 4piR3
(εr − 1)(µr + 2)− κ2
(εr + 2)(µr + 2)− κ2 (2)
β = 4piR3
(µr − 1)(εr + 2)− κ2
(εr + 2)(µr + 2)− κ2 (3)
χ = 12piR3
κ
(εr + 2)(µr + 2)− κ2 (4)
where εr = ε/εd and µr = µ/µd are the relative permit-
tivity and permeability, with respect to the surrounding
fluid, and R is the radius of the nanosphere. While (ε, µ)
give the refractive index n of the nanosphere, the param-
eter κ characterizes its chirality and corresponds to the
effective refractive index difference n± = n ± κ between
left (−) and right (+) handed circularly polarized waves.
The real part of κ is thus associated with optical rotation
and the imaginary part with circular dichroism.
The time-averaged optical force applied to such a chiral
dipole by a general harmonic field writes from the Lorentz
force law as [1]:
Fdip =
1
2
Re [(p0 · ∇)E∗0 + (m0 · ∇)H∗0
−ıωµdp0 ×H∗0 + ıωεdm0 ×E∗0] (5)
where the optical fields are evaluated at the origin. We
refer to the later quantity as strictly dipolar, as it does
not yet include terms stemming from self-interactions of
the dipole, which will be the role of the additional re-
coil terms discussed below. When replacing in Eq. (5)
the dipolar moments by associated polarizabilities using
Eq. (1), the force splits into additive non-chiral and chiral
contributions, that depend only on (α, β) and χ, respec-
tively. Each contribution is again separable into reactive
and dissipative components that respectively involve the
real and imaginary parts of the α, β or χ polarizabilities:
Freacα,β = Re[α]∇WE +Re[β]∇WH (6)
Fdissα,β = Im[α]
k2d
ω
Π
(E)
O + Im[β]
k2d
ω
Π
(H)
O (7)
Freacχ = Re[χ]
1
kd
∇K (8)
Fdissχ = Im[χ]
2kd
ω
(
Φ− ∇×Π
2
)
(9)
where kd = ndω/c is the wavevector in the surround-
ing fluid whose refractive index is nd =
√
εdµd/
√
ε0µ0.
In these expressions, WE (WH ) is the energy den-
sity of the electric (magnetic) field respectively, Π(E)O
(Π(H)O ) the electric (magnetic) orbital parts of the Poynt-
ing vector Π = Re [E0 ×H∗0] /2. As discussed in [1],
K = Im [E0 ·H∗0] k2d/(2ω) is associated with the chirality
density of the field and Φ corresponds to the chirality
flow, two quantities that obey a conservation equation
similarly to the one relative to electromagnetic energy.
The chirality flow Φ is directly given by the electric and
magnetic field ellipticities
ΦE = −1
2
Im [E0 ×E∗0] (10)
ΦH = −1
2
Im [H0 ×H∗0] (11)
with Φ = ω(εdΦE + µdΦH)/2.
Besides the dipolar Lorentz force law, one can add a
recoil contribution to the force that stems from the self
interaction of the dipole. While this term is important
when considering the dipole as a genuine physical system
to guarantee energy and momentum conservation [20],
resorting to it is questionable when the dipolar model is
used to represent a nanoparticle in the small-size limit.
This will be discussed in the last section for finite size
objects when confronting this recoil contribution to mul-
tipolar calculations. The recoil force involves both the
3electric and magnetic dipole moments and writes [21–25]:
Frecoil = − ω
12pi
k3dRe [p0 ×m∗0]
= − k
4
d
6pi
[(
Re[αβ∗] + |χ|2) ndΠ
c
+ Im[αβ∗]
ndT
c
+Re[αχ∗]εdΦE +Re[βχ∗]µdΦH
]
(12)
where one can see that this force scale with R6 for a
nanosphere, while the strict dipolar result Fdip ∝ R3.
Here T = −Im[E0×H∗0]/2 is sometimes called the “imag-
inary” Poynting vector [17] as the imaginary part of the
vector product is taken, while it is the real part in the
case of the Poynting vector .
This expression, consistent with the results of [9, 11,
17] on lateral forces, clearly reveals how field elliptici-
ties can contribute to the optical force. Fundamentally,
the flow of chirality is proportional to the spin angular
momentum density ΛS with ΛS = Φ/k2d [14]. Consider-
ing that for a transverse magnetic (TM) evanescent wave,
the field ellipticity is reduced to the electric one, the third
term in the right hand side of Eq. (12) shows how the
chiral polarizability χ is able to transfer the spin angu-
lar momentum of the field into linear momentum for the
particle in the form of a contribution to the recoil optical
force. The dual symmetric picture obviously holds for a
transverse electric (TE) evanescent wave. For both types
of evanescent waves, the spin angular momentum turns
out to be transverse, leading to a transverse component
of the recoil force [11].
II. PLASMONIC LATERAL FORCE IN THE
DIPOLAR REGIME
The same is true for an SP mode, as we now briefly
detail by considering a planar harmonic plasmonic field
launched and propagating along the x-axis on an inter-
face between a fluid in the upper (z > 0)-half space and
a metal in the lower (z < 0)-half space. The fluid (water)
is characterized by a real dielectric function εd, while the
metal is characterized by a complex dielectric function
εm. For both material, we will take the permeability of
vacuum (µd = µm = µ0). A nanosphere of radius R has
its center located in the fluid at a height h above the in-
terface, and is made of a chiral material with parameters
(ε, µ, κ). Taking the origin at the center of the sphere,
the SP field in the fluid writes as:
E0(x, y, z) = E0e
ıkxeıq(z+h)
(
q˜, 0,−k˜
)t
H0(x, y, z) = H0e
ıkxeıq(z+h) (0, 1, 0)
t (13)
where H0 =
√
εd/µdE0, and the complex wavenumbers
k and q of the plasmonic field in the longitudinal and
vertical directions
k = k′ + ık′′ =
ωnd
c
√
εm
εd + εm
k˜ = k˜′ + ık˜′′ =
kc
ndω
q = q′ + ıq′′ =
ωnd
c
√
εd
εd + εm
q˜ = q˜′ + ıq˜′′ =
qc
ndω
are determined by the material parameter for the metal
and the fluid. Let us stress that in the visible range and
for most common metals (noble metals, e.g.), one has
k′, k′′, q′′ ≥ 0 with q′ ≤ 0.
For such an SP mode, the Poynting vector in the fluid
Π =
1
2
Re [E0 ×H∗0] =
I0
2
e−2k
′′x−2q′′(z+h)
 k˜′0
q˜′
 (14)
is in the plane orthogonal to H, along the propagation
direction but pointing downwards towards the interface.
Here we have introduced for simplicity the field intensity
I0 = E0H
∗
0 . As we consider a TM-transverse mode, only
the electric field has a non-zero ellipticity:
ΦE = −
√
µd
εd
I0 e
−2k′′x−2q′′(z+h)
(
k˜′q˜′′ − k˜′′q˜′
) 01
0

(15)
ΦH = 0 (16)
which yield the following orbital parts for the Poynting
vector appearing in Eq. (7):
Π
(E)
O = Π−
∇×ΦE
2ωµd
=
(
1 + 2(k˜′′)2 + 2(q˜′′)2
)
Π
Π
(H)
O = Π−
∇×ΦH
2ωεd
= Π .
Next, the energy densities in Eq. (6), carried by the elec-
tric and magnetic fields are, respectively:
WE =
εd
4
‖E0‖2
=
nI0
4c
e−2k
′′x−2q′′(z+h)
(
1 + 2(k˜′′)2 + 2(q˜′′)2
)
WH =
µd
4
‖H0‖2 = nI0
4c
e−2k
′′x−2q′′(z+h) .
Because of the transversality, the electric and magnetic
fields are orthogonal and the chirality density involved
in Eq. (8) is zero. Then, the flow of chirality is easily
obtained from the ellipticities given in Eqs. (15,16):
K =
k2d
2ω
Im [E0 ·H∗0] = 0
Φ =
ω
2
(εdΦE + µdΦH)
= −kdI0
2
e−2k
′′x−2q′′(z+h)
(
k˜′q˜′′ − k˜′′q˜′
) 01
0
 .
4This corresponds exactly to the remarkable fact that
plasmonic modes are characterized by a transverse spin
angular momentum density [26–28]. The importance of
such a transverse density has been emphasized recently
with various optical fields [19, 26–32]. In the context of
optical forces, it becomes the source for the lateral com-
ponent of the recoil force exerted on a chiral dipole, as
we now show.
When considering the optical force Fdip in the strict
dipolar regime, such a plasmonic field does not yield any
chiral force despite the non-zero flow of chirality. This
comes from the fact that the curl of the Poynting vector
exactly compensates this flow of chirality as Φ − ∇ ×
Π/2 = 0 -see [12] of a detailed discussion. One is thus
left non-chiral dipolar forces which explicitly writes as:
Fdip
ndI0/c
=
kde
−2q′′h
2
− [Re[α](1 + 2(k˜′′)2 + 2(q˜′′)2)+Re[β]]
 k˜′′0
q˜′′
+ [Im[α](1 + 2(k˜′′)2 + 2(q˜′′)2)+ Im[β]]
 k˜′0
q˜′
 .
(17)
Such forces are fully contained in the (x, z) plane show-
ing that no lateral force in the y direction is expected in
the strict dipolar regime.
As discussed above, the recoil force however opens dif-
ferent perspectives. In the plasmonic case, we derive from
Eq. (12) at the sphere position (x = 0, z = 0):
Frecoil
ndI0/c
=
k4de
−2q′′h
6pi
−Re[αβ∗] + |χ|2
2
 k˜′0
q˜′
+ Im[αβ∗]
2
 k˜′′0
q˜′′
+Re[αχ∗](k˜′q˜′′ − k˜′′q˜′)
 01
0
 . (18)
While the first and second terms only give an additional
contribution to the optical force in the x and z direction,
the third term in contrast corresponds to a lateral force
in the y direction. This term is proportional to Re[αχ∗]
and exactly corresponds to the transfer, mediated by the
chirality of the dipole, of optical transverse angular mo-
mentum into transverse linear momentum for the parti-
cle. Such a lateral component in the recoil optical force
generated by a plasmonic field is similar to what has been
obtained recently with an evanescent mode excited with
elliptical polarization in [11].
III. THE LATERAL FORCE IN THE
MULTIPOLAR REGIME
As it involves the product of momenta p0×m∗0, the re-
coil force Frecoil scales as R6 for a small sphere, whereas
the force obtained in the strict dipolar limit Fdip scales
as R3. This already indicates that for the case of a sphere
made of a chiral medium, this additional force contribu-
tion is not rigorously a next-to-leading-order correction
in the small size expansion. Indeed, the dipolar polariz-
abilities derived in Eqs. (2-4) are based on a first order
expansion, which only includes terms that scale as R3
while higher order multipolar terms, like the electric and
magnetic quadrupoles would typically give contributions
scaling with R5. Such quadrupolar terms must therefore
be included in the small-size expansion before taking into
account the recoil force.
Hence in the case of a small nanosphere taken in the
small-size limit, the result obtained with the additional
recoil term derived for a generic (p,m) dipole should
be checked with a more rigorous multipolar calculation,
that would include all terms of successive orders in R
in the description of the field scattered by the sphere.
As stressed above, this is the only way to check whether
the lateral force is a genuine dynamical signature of chi-
rality when considering real, finite size, scatterers. This
is what we do in this section, using a generalized chiral
Mie calculation that we presented earlier in [14]. Our
approach evaluates the optical force from the coefficients
A`,m, B`,m of the incident plasmonic field in spherical ba-
sis, which we derived in [28]. In the following, we will use
normalized forces f = F× e2q′′h/(ndI0/c) for simplicity,
and all numerical calculations are done for an incident
plasmonic field with wavelength λ = 594 nm in vacuum.
A. Forces on a non-dissipative dielectric sphere
with optical rotation
Let us first consider a non-dissipative dielectric chi-
ral sphere with optical parameters ε = (1.7)2ε0, µ = µ0
5and a real chiral parameter κ = ±0.1 corresponding to
a bulk material with optical rotation (n+ − n− = 0.2).
The results of the multipolar evaluations of the force are
presented in Figs. (1,2) as a function of the sphere radius.
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FIG. 1. Optical force in the longitudinal x direction (top)
and in the normal z direction (bottom), normalized by
e−2q
′′
hndI0R
3/c for a non-dissipative chiral sphere (ε =
(1.7)2ε0, µ = µ0), with optical rotation (κ = ±0.1). The
two opposite enantiomers correspond to the red (light grey)
and blue (dashed line) traces, while the result for an achiral
material (κ = 0) is shown in black for comparison.
In the top panel of Fig. (1), it is interesting to note
that the force is negative in the longitudinal direction for
very small spheres. This comes from the fact that the
sphere being non-dissipative, the radiation pressure act-
ing on the sphere is very small and can be overtaken by
the gradient force which is oriented in the (x < 0) direc-
tion due to the evanescence of the SP along its propaga-
tion direction. As a consequence, the particle is pulled
in the backward direction due to a mere intensity gra-
dient effect. For larger spheres, the radiation pressure
increases and the force becomes positive. Multipolar ef-
fects are found in the small oscillations of the force when
R increases, showing the progressive onset of successive
multipolar terms in the total force exerted on the sphere.
We observe that the force is different for chiral and achi-
ral spheres, but does not depend on the sign of κ. This
is very reminiscent of the fact that in the dipolar polar-
izability α, chirality only appears through even powers
of κ. This is true for small objects, but seems to remain
valid for higher multipolar terms.
Regarding the vertical z direction, which is normal to
the fluid-metal interface, the force presented in the lower
panel of Fig. (1) is negative for all radii and the sphere
is pulled downwards towards the interface. This is ex-
pected in the dipolar regime from the strong evanescence
of the field that generates a gradient force pulling the
particles downwards, but is also true for larger spheres
due to the plasmonic Poynting vector (14) that, too, is
oriented downwards with q˜′ < 0. We note that the op-
tical rotation does not seem to play an important role
in the force in the vertical direction, as the results are
similar for different values of κ.
For a non-chiral object (κ = 0), the force in the lat-
eral y direction is zero -see Fig. (2)- as expected from the
mirror symmetry of the system around the (y = 0)-plane.
However, a chiral object breaks this mirror symmetry and
a lateral force appears for non-zero values of κ, whose
sign also determines the direction of the force. The fact
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FIG. 2. Same as Fig. (1) for the optical force in the transverse
y direction. The lower panel displays the raw term fy in
order to reveal the quasi-linear dependence with respect to
the sphere radius R. Same color code as in Fig. 1.
that the force vanishes faster than R3 for small spheres
6shows that this force component is beyond the strict dipo-
lar regime which only contains terms proportional to the
volume of the sphere. It can be shown that the leading
term is here proportional to R6 as expected from the re-
coil force Frecoil, a point that will be discussed further
below. Moreover, a positive (resp. negative) value of
κ yields a positive (resp. negative) lateral force, simi-
larly to the recoil force whose direction is determined by
Re[αχ∗] = Re[α]Re[χ] -having here Im[α] = 0. Inter-
estingly for large spheres, a quasi-linearity dependence
of the lateral force with respect to the sphere radius ap-
pears, as observed in the lower panel of Fig. (2).
B. Forces on a dissipative dielectric sphere with
circular dichroism
We now consider dissipative dielectric spheres (ε =
(1.7 + 0.1ı)2ε0, µ = µ0) with imaginary chiral parameter
κ = ±0.1ı corresponding to a bulk material with circular
dichroism (n+ − n− = 0.2ı). The results of the multipo-
lar evaluation of the force are presented in Figs. (3,4)
as a function of the sphere radius. For the x and z di-
rection, circular dichroism does not have any noticeable
effect on the force, as seen in both panels of Fig. (3),
as the curves superimpose regardless of the value of κ.
However, for the lateral force presented in Fig. (4) we
observe two non-trivial effects of chirality: first, the force
fy is again non-zero and points in opposite directions
for opposite enantiomers, and then, the lateral force flips
its sign for increasing values of the sphere radius. The
first observation corroborates the results obtained with
a model dipole from the recoil force (18), which predicts
the appearance of a lateral force whose direction is given
by the sign of Re[αχ∗] ' Im[α]Im[χ]. For small spheres
(R . 100 nm), we then recover the prediction of a posi-
tive (resp. negative) lateral force for positive (resp. neg-
ative) values of Im[κ]. Nevertheless, the sign flip shows
that the result can be opposite for larger spheres. This
sign flip results from the interplay between multipolar
components and the dynamical coupling with chirality,
as it has already been demonstrated for propagative wave
in configurations where chiral momentum transfers were
the only driving force [14].
C. Comparison of the recoil term with multipolar
calculations
As the last point of the article, we assess the accuracy
of the prediction provided by the recoil optical force -
Eq. (12)- in the situation where the dipole represents a
nanosphere in the small-size limit. To do so, we confront
this recoil term to a multipolar evaluation of the optical
force. For all different sets of conditions, we first checked
that the force F derived from a multipolar calculation
and the force Fdip give the same result up to order R3.
This further confirms the validity of this strict dipolar
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FIG. 3. Optical force in the longitudinal x direction (top) and
normal z direction (bottom), normalized by e−2q
′′
hndI0R
3/c
for a dissipative chiral sphere (ε = (1.7 + 0.1ı)2ε0, µ = µ0),
with circular dichroism (κ = ±0.1ı). The two opposite enan-
tiomers correspond to red (light grey) and blue (dashed line)
traces, while the result for an achiral material (κ = 0) is shown
in black for comparison.
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FIG. 4. Same as Fig. (3) for the optical force in the transverse
y direction. Same color code as in Fig. 3.
7approach as the first order expansion of the force acting
on a nanoparticle in the small-size limit. We then in-
vestigate next-to-leading order (NTLO) terms by taking
the difference (F − Fdip) between the multipolar result
and the strict dipolar term, and comparing it to the cor-
rective recoil force Frecoil. Both evaluations of the forces
are done for the case of Figs. (1,2) of a non-dissipative
dielectric sphere with optical rotation. To analyze the
physical nature of the beyond-dipolar terms at play, we
introduce the quantity
aR =
d ln f
d lnR
that measures the local power law in R for the force,
fitting locally the curvature of f(R) with a power function
RaR .
First we present in the top panel of Fig. (5) the results
obtained for the force in the x direction. We find that
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FIG. 5. Comparison of the NTLO results F−Fdip and Frecoil
for the optical force in the x direction (top) and in the lateral
y direction (bottom). The insets shows the limit of the local
power law in R in the small-size limit, which give information
on the nature of the NTLO term. The sphere is made of a
non-dissipative dielectric (ε = (1.7)2ε0, µ = µ0), with optical
rotation (κ = ±0.1).
the two quantities (F − Fdip) and Frecoil differ, even in
the limit of small spheres. This is due to the fact that
the NTLO term scales as R5 for the multipolar result
(as seen in the inset) coming from electric and magnetic
quadrupolar terms, whereas the recoil force only gives a
contribution scaling with R6 coming from self-interaction
of dipolar moments. A similar observation can be made
regarding the force in the z direction. This difference
shows that adding the recoil force to the dipolar result
Fdip does not bring additional information or better ac-
curacy in the evaluation of the force in the small sphere
limit, because it misses quadrupolar contributions that
are dominant over the recoil terms. The same results are
obtained when considering the case of a dissipative dielec-
tric nanosphere with circular dichroism as in Figs. (3,4).
We then look at the force in the y direction in the lower
panel of Fig. (5). In this case, the strictly dipolar result
gives a null contribution, whereas the recoil force predicts
a force scaling as R6. The multipolar result agrees with
the recoil force, with the same term in R6 as leading con-
tribution coming from the self interaction of dipole mo-
ments. This gives the final confirmation on the existence
of such lateral chiral forces on a nanosphere, in agree-
ment with the recoil term derived within a dipole model.
This agreement between the two quantities comes from
the fact that electric and magnetic quadripolar moments
do not have any direct contribution to the force in the
lateral direction. Otherwise, they would necessarily im-
pact the contribution of the recoil terms with respect to
the whole expression of the force. We emphasize that this
point could not be taken as an a priori assumption. By
looking at the quantity F−Fdip−Frecoil we see that the
next term in the small-size expansion after the recoil force
is proportional to R8, thus coming from the self interac-
tion between dipolar and quadrupolar moments. This
shows that quadrupolar moments do have an influence
on the lateral force, but only indirectly through their in-
teraction with dipolar moments. Again, we checked that
all these conclusions still hold when taking a dissipative
dielectric nanosphere with circular dichroism.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have shown that a plasmonic field propagating on a
metal-dielectric interface is able to induce a lateral force
on chiral spheres with either optical rotation or circular
dichroism. This lateral force points in opposite directions
for two enantiomeres of the same size and opens the pos-
sibility to use plasmonic fields for optical enantiosepara-
tion. Physically, the lateral force comes from the trans-
fer of plasmonic transverse spin angular momentum into
transverse linear momentum for the particle, transfer be-
ing mediated by the chirality of the dipole.
Our multipolar analysis shows that as soon as one is
interested in real finite size objects, the inclusion of a
recoil term in the dipolar force does not always lead to
an improved accuracy in the evaluation of the force, as
quadrupolar terms must be included in the first place
in the beyond-dipolar expansion. Moreover, we observe
8for larger sphere a sign inversion of the lateral force
which cannot be seen when merely considering a chiral
dipole. This reversal is reminiscent of multipolar effects
on angular-to-linear cross momentum transfers mediated
by chirality that we have already discussed in the con-
text of pulling forces or left-handed torques [14]. Such
sign inversions could have important consequences when
designing discriminatory protocols based on optical chi-
ral forces.
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